
Reviews 
Birdsof the Scilly Isles. By Hilda M. Quick. Bradford Barton, 
Truro, 1964. 125 pages; line-drawings. 10s. fid. (paper-back); 
21s, (hard-covers). 
This unpretentious little book is the first ever published on the birds 
of the Isles of Scilly. Primarily intended for the beginner and ordinary 
visitor noticing birds for the first time, it contains a large part devoted 
to hints on how to identify the birds most likely to be seen. With 
these interests in mind, the author has avoided the stylistic limitations 
of a systematic list; although this has resulted in a book which is 
eminently readable, the treatment of species tends, perhaps inevitably, 
to be uneven. Nevertheless, for many there are useful and original 
observations on behaviour and local habits, as well as brief details of 
distribution and status. Short chapters describe the main features of 
the islands themselves and trace the changes which have occurred 
among the breeding birds during the present century. The book ends 
with a useful check-list (which neither is nor claims to be complete) of 
270 or so species recorded in the past 33 years. 

Written in an easy, rather anecdotal style, the book is pleasantly 
illustrated with Miss Quick's own highly original and lively line-
drawings. The paper-backed edition represents especially good 
value and, with increasing numbers of bird-watchers now visiting 
Scilly on their annual holidays, is assured of the success it deserves. 

J. L. F. PARSLOW 

Birds of Prey. By Philip Brown. Deutsch, London, 1964. 
124 pages; one colour and 21 black-and-white photos. 22s. 6d. 
This is the first of the 'Survival Books', edited by Colin Willock, which 
originated in a series of television films on the relation between people 
and animals. There is a chapter about each of the main British birds 
of prey, describing their natural history and changes in numbers; also 
a chapter on persecution and protection and another on the recent 
effects of toxic pesticides. The book is illustrated by 17 pages of fine 
photographs, including one in colour. 

There are various inaccuracies, for example that breeding Hen 
Harriers have spread to the Scottish mainland only in the last ten years 
or so and are numerous only in Orkney. The author guesses about 
Golden Eagle breeding and survival and then speculates rather wildly 
that a Scottish eagle population of 3,000 pairs in the 18th century has 
been reduced to 200 today by persecution. He states that a pair of 
eagles even when feeding young take probably less than 1% of the 
grouse on their territory, especially the less healthy grouse, and the 
shooter should not grudge bagging 198 instead of 200. To be fair to 
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the author, it is clear here that he is passing on a statement by somebody 
else. However, one cannot assess the value of such statements, since 
there are no references or bibliography. It may be argued that a more 
thorough approach would have made the book unsaleable to the wide 
public it is aimed at, but popularisation need not necessarily mean not 
sticking to well-established facts. 

The job of the conservationist is not yet simply a matter of education, 
and a lot of good research is still needed before scientists, let alone 
gamekeepers, accept that predators do so little harm to breeding game. 
Unfortunately, such generalisations may convince keepers and land
owners in their widely held attitude that protectionists are pushing 
preconceived opinions. On-the other hand, it must be made clear that 
whereas protectionists do generally read and accept scientific findings 
about predation, most keepers and landowners do neither and hence 
are much more extreme and subjective in their opinions. It should 
also be said that scientific evidence against the keepers' opinions is 
steadily piling up, while evidence for them scarcely exists. Within 
the last twelve months alone, papers on Red Grouse and Ptarmigan 
in Scotland, and on Lemmings in Canada, have shown that predation 
does not have an important effect on the numbers of these animals. 

This book quotes the admirable policy of Col. R. Meinertzhagen 
who allowed predators to increase greatly on an estate near Ben Wyvis 
and whose grouse bag also greatly increased. However, J. M. D. 
Mackenzie (/. Anita. EcoL, 21: 152) showed that grouse bags on many 
other estates in central, north-west and west Scotland increased over 
the same period. Hence the Wyvis policy demonstrated that a lot of 
game could be shot in spite of many predators, but gave no evidence 
to rebut the gamekeeper's stock reply that more would have been shot 
if the predators had been absent. In the chapter on owls, the Barn 
Owl is said to be Britain's most useful bird because it preys heavily on 
rodents. But, if one says that owls are useful in keeping down 
rodents, one cannot have it both ways by also saying that birds of prey 
have no effect on game-birds. Unfortunately, the subject of predation 
is so emotionally charged that objective appraisal is difficult, but 
clearly a more critical approach is required. 

This review is for an ornithological journal and is therefore critical 
of the natural history, but the book will be useful to ornithologists in 
providing handy summaries about present stocks of British birds of 
prey. From other points of view it cannot be praised too highly. It 
gives a refreshing personal account by a leading protectionist about 
what is being done to care for these birds. They are still one of the 
finest features of wild life in Britain, and in some cases, like the good 
populations of Golden Eagles, are a showpiece even for Europe. It is 
a readable and enthusiastic plea for conservation of predators and it 
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will educate a wide public about conservation in general in this over-
populated island. It will do a lot of good by awakening people to the 
dangers of toxic pesticides. It will make the public—and so also those 
magistrates who at present impose paltry fines—more aware of the 
damage done by egg-collectors or pole-trapping gamekeepers. What 
will eventually put such people completely out of business is not a 
protection society but an ubiquitous and disapproving public which 
regards them in the same way as it regards any other common criminals. 
Already many law-breaking keepers are more wary and careful than 
they used to be, and this book will do a great service in accelerating the 
process. ADAM WATSON 
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